Guest Editor's Introduction

Tools for AI

The next two articles were chosen from among the work presented at the Second International Conference on Tools for AI. The conference focused midway between AI theory and applications, specifically, on the specification, design, development, and testing of intelligent tools. Work presented at the conference was grouped into six tracks: AI architecture, machine learning, AI and software engineering, languages, applications, and neural networks. These two articles are from the software engineering track.

In "A Task-Based Methodology for Specifying Expert Systems," John Yen and Jonathan Lee discuss a specification technique that helps to develop reliable and maintainable expert systems. The technique specifies both the static and process aspects of the system, and it uses conventional software engineering techniques, such as functional decomposition and abstraction. The basic specification unit is a task (a functional unit). Yen and Lee illustrate their method by reverse engineering a specification for part of R1/SOAR. Their technique can also be used to verify and validate expert systems.

In "Knowbel: A Hybrid Tool for Building Expert Systems," John Mylopoulos, Huaiqing Wang, and Bryan Kramer describe a tool that can represent and reason about application knowledge at two levels. The first level represents and organizes concepts using the TEOs Knowledge Representation Language; the second supports the MRS Logic Programming System and can be customized as an inference engine for a specific application.

--- Wei-Tek Tsai, University of Minneapolis
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